Binary Tree Power365® migration services

Power365 provides a suite of migration and integration services that work in concert to provide end-users with their personal Mail, Archives, Calendar, Files along with their shared resources such as Office 365 Groups and Teams.

Workloads we migrate...

This series of topics provides a view into the logical Office 365 Group and Teams migration and orchestration managed by Power365. Teams are made up of many different services and storage locations, including OneDrive For Business, SharePoint Online and Exchange Online.

* Migrated during a user’s migration with Power365
Binary Tree Power365® integration services

Power365 Directory Sync provides a suite of integration services to manage your Office 365 Groups and Microsoft Teams. These properties represent the minimal defaults for synchronization. Additional eligible attributes may be added to mappings for synchronization.

This document provides a view into the capabilities available for Office 365 Groups and Microsoft Teams using Power365 Directory Sync and examining which properties are synchronized during the Prepare and Cutover activities with a Premium Integration project.

Properties...